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The Oil & Gas industry is consistently exposed to the challenges arising from a host of
factors like limited crude oil reserves, increasing energy demand, price pressures,
environmental norms, mergers and acquisitions. This makes the business model very
complex and the need for efficient management of the same. An oil & gas industry
player always desires to be right at predictability, high on reliability leading to agility in
business. In this context, leveraging technology and using adaptive IT strategies can
help you stay ahead of competition.

Offerings across the Energy Value Chain
Upstream
Integrated Enterprise
E&P portal for
Performance Management

Our Solutions

The oil and gas industry in recent years has been
characterized by rising consumption of oil products,
declining crude production and low reserve accretion.
To thrive in this competitive marketplace, energy
companies are forced to re-evaluate their business and
IT strategy. Organizations are now moving towards
seeking optimal levels of operational efficiency and
superior utilization of assets.

Our solutions for oil and gas enterprises cover IT
services (consulting, implementation, and
outsourcing), engineering and industrial services, and
domain consulting and product implementations.

Enterprise Asset Management Solutions

At TCS we have a dedicated focus on this sector. Our
Energy - Industry Solution Unit operates across the
Energy Value Chain, working with some of the largest
oil and gas majors. With a dedicated Center of
Excellence coupled with an ideal combination of
technology and domain expertise, we define and
deploy innovative, reliable and responsive solutions
tailored to meet specific requirements.

n

Challenges:
n
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Having a single systemic view of information
gathered across business units, geographies and IT
platforms

n

Efficiency in handling mergers and acquisitions,
thereby reducing the transition time and risks
associated with enterprise wide changes

n

High input costs leading to reduced operating
margins - organization moving towards increasing
operational efficiency

n

Ageing workforce and Knowledge Retention

n

Safety, availability and security of Assets and
Workforce

n

Operational Complexity: Exploitation of
unconventional resources, Contracts / Land
Agreements, Precision / Control

n

Risk Management: HSSE, Commercial and
Operational

Real time Systems/
Regulatory Compliances

Geo-Programmed
SCADA

Plant Automation
Solutions

Wind Farm
Management Solution

HSE Solutions/
Assurance

Product Design &
Engineering Services

HSE Solutions

GIS Solutions for
Wind Farm

Knowledge
Collaboration

Remote sensing
based surveillance

Mobile Workforce
Mgmt

SCADA Solutions for
Wind Farm

Supply Chain Management Solutions
Enterprise portals/
Data Management

Liquefied Natural Gas
Transportation Solutions

Product Design &
Engineering Services

Product Design &
Engineering Services

Natural Gas Pipeline
Management Solutions

Performance based
Asset Maintenance

n

n

Downstream: ERP package implementations,
enterprise asset management, plant automation
and design, retail automation solution, healthsafety-environment solutions, business
intelligence and performance management
solutions, Integrated Refinery Performance
management solution and supply chain
management solutions.

Retail Automation
Solutions

BIPM Solutions

IT and Enterprise Management

Upstream: ERP package implementations,
enterprise asset management, data and
information management, health-safetyenvironment solutions, plant automation and
design, business intelligence and performance
management, GIS, Integrated Enterprise ERP portal
for visualization performance management &
multi-party collaboration, and Digital Oil-field.
Midstream: ERP package implementations,
enterprise asset management, and supply chain
management solutions.

Blade & Turbine design

Simulation in
Wind farm configuration,
Wake & noise reduction

Energy Trading and Risk Management Solutions

We offer the following, covering the entire value chain:
n

Integrated Refinery
Performance Management
Solution

ERP Package Implementation & Enterprise Solutions

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) brings the right solutions for Oil and Gas Industry.
Partnering with you across the value stream, we offer integrated solutions across
engineering and industrial services, Enterprise solutions, IT enabled services,
infrastructure services, and BPO; which bring in process efficiencies and help your
enterprise thrive in every challenging scenario.

Overview

Renewable Energy

Downstream

Midstream

Financials

JVA

SRM

CRM

Revenue Accounting

Hydro Carbon
Accounting

PLM

HCM

Re-eng. & migration

Consulting

BPO

IS

An overview of our offerings across the value chain

Mature
Solutions

Forthcoming
Solutions

The TCS Advantage
TCS leverages its domain and technology expertise to
find answers to your challenges.
Delivery Excellence through:
n

Global Network Delivery Model™ (GNDMTM), with
people, processes and infrastructure gives us a
global reach, covering key oil and gas markets to
deliver qualitative solutions across locations.

n

Innovative and responsive solutions tailored to
meet specific requirements of customers from
domain focused Oil and Gas Centers of Excellence
and Growth Engines.

Wind Energy: SCADA and GIS – Integrated Wind
Farm Management
n

n

Complete and integrated service play, which
makes us your single partner with complete
ownership providing comprehensive solutions to oil
and gas companies, including engineering and
industrial services, IT, infrastructure services and BPO.
TCS Co-Innovation Network (COIN™), a network
that links TCS up to other hotbeds of Innovation
like TCS research labs, Start-up Companies, Venture

Funds, Global Academic Institutions, Multi-lateral
organizations and Strategic Alliances. Products like
MetricStream (Leader GRC Magic Quadrant by
Gartner) and right Hemisphere arepart of the
COIN™.
n

Alliances with leading application and
technology companies bring in expertise and
ensure that we provide the right solution to our
customers. Some of our key partners include
SAP,Oracle, IBM, Microsoft, Rockwell, MRO
Software, Meridium, Aspentech and Datastream.

n

TCS Energy Domain Academy, an in-house
Energy Domain Academy, run by SME’s having 20+
years of experience. Our subject matter expert‘s
regularly interact with industry bodies like
Energistics, CERA, IDC.
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